




Artize is a luxury bath brand from the Jaquar Group. It has been

introduced to cater to customers who aspire for luxury in their bathing

spaces. The brand aims for excellence at all levels and seeks to surpass

global standards of design and quality. Artize products also adhere to

all green building norms, making them ideal for green projects.

Every Artize product is a tribute to the fine traditions of exquisite

craftsmanship and precision that has been the central focus of its

manufacturing process since inception. Artize products are the result

of a superior combination of human talent and machines.

The brand promise of Artize is ‘craftsmanship in water’. This phrase

denotes the attention to detail, precision and design that converge to

create an Artize masterpiece.

ARTIZE EXPLAINED

Design partner: Hego, Italy





Inspired by the age-old use of bamboo in

channeling water from rivers and brooks, the

Confluence basin mixer by Artize has been

designed to deliver a natural flow of peace and

serenity into your bathroom. The calming effect

of naturally falling water has been replicated in

Confluence by crafting a gentle flow that

descends from a half-cut bamboo into your

palms.

Its biomorphic design is the culmination of

bringing one of mankind's most natural

experiences of engaging with water.







Engineered for perfection
The design of Confluence overcomes several intriguing engineering challenges. It ensures that the

flowing water never leaves the contours of the perfectly angled, bamboo-inspired channel.

The unique step-fall dispensing system also guarantees that the water arrives without creating a

splash, always delivering an even and tranquil experience. The carefully calculated angle of the

basin mixer also ensures that water doesn't stay in the spout.

Confluence is a synthesis of true craftsmanship - a combination of exquisite detailing, form and

technology that brings a natural flow of water into the bathroom.



Feather-light movement for smooth
operation

Gentle step-fall that combines foam and

cascade flows

Perfectly angled spout for smooth water flow Mirror-finish for an impeccable look







A wall of green
A soothing green from floor to
ceiling brings alive the
connection to Confluence’s
biomorphic design as you soak
in the tub.

The perfect setting for a
biomorphic design
A 20th century art movement that found inspiration in naturally occurring forms and

shapes, biomorphism is a design trend that's growing in popularity.

For the strikingly biomorphic Confluence range of products, a bathroom design like the

one seen here delivers added delight by bringing nature into the picture. The combined

effect is one of unmatched freedom, style and elegance!

Basin area
Ample elbow room and
convenient storage enhances
the joy of filling your palms with
water from Confluence’s half-
cut bamboo style faucet



Pristine white floor tiles Grey cement wall finish Wooden flooring

Spread over 25 sq. m. this minimalistic
bathroom is where nature romances
contemporary design sensibilities. Using a
mix of timeless textures, shapes and finishes,
this bathroom design reinforces our inherent
joy in connecting with nature every day.

White river stones



CNF-69011B
Single Lever Basin Mixer without Popup
Waste System with 450mm Long Braided
Hoses

CNF-69859
Confluence Over Head Shower with Wall
Flange

CNF-69009B
Single Lever Tall Boy without Popup Waste
System with 600mm Long Braided Hoses

CNF-69233
Single Lever Joystick Concealed Basin
Mixer (Wall Mounted) with Spout
(Composite One Piece Body)

CNF-69065K
Exposed Part Kit of Single Lever Joystick
Concealed Divertor Consisting of built-in
Bath Filler with Adjustable Wall Flange
(Suitable for item CNF-69065C)

CNF-69065C
Concealed Body of Single Lever Joystick
Divertor for Bath & Shower









Join us:

artize.in

Faucets | Showers | Ceramics | Wellness
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